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Town of Waldoboro 

AD Gray Subcommittee Minutes 

Meeting was held Remotely via Zoom 

November 17, 2020 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at the starting time of 3:00 pm starting time: Surran Pyne (Chair), Bruce Metrick (Vice-

Chair), Freeman Zausner, Jann Minzy, Julie Keizer, and Max Johnstone. Ben Vail attends the meeting 

during the Citizens Comments. 

Audience: Victoria (Vikki) Bell (neighbor) and Abden Simmons (Select Board Chair). Brian Sites (VoA) joins 

the meeting during Old Business. 

 

2. Adjustments to the Agenda 

None. 

 

3. Minutes 

Max did not send out the October 6th minutes because of workload and all remaining minutes were also 

deferred to the next meeting. 

 

4. Citizens Comments 

Vikki just wanted to attend and will email questions to Subcommittee members after the meeting. 

Surran and all Select Board members received an email from Tibby Kull before the meeting. Tibby 

implored that the Subcommittee and Town consider putting the VoA proposal on hold and rather explore 

all alternative ideas for the AD Gray school. This email will be forwarded to all Subcommittee members. 

(Ben Vail joins the meeting) 

Julie said that the Select Board received an email from Daniel Martone that asked the Town to tear down 

the AD Gray school and turn it into a park.  

 

5. Old Business: Charter Check 

Bruce wanted each member to give their thoughts on how the Subcommittee has been operating, if they 

believe they are going in the right direction in terms with what was tasked, and what they can do to 

improve. Bruce said the Subcommittee was tasked with giving a recommendation to the Select Board for 

what should be done with the former AD Gray school property (specifically the building) and to follow 

State laws regarding Executive Sessions to avoid legal disputes. Bruce pointed out that—compared to the 

Subcommittee months ago—there was confusion about what should be done with the town properties 

at the former AD Gray school. 

(Brian Sites joins the meeting) 

Bruce believes the Subcommittee has been working in the right direction; Jann and Ben agreed; Freeman 

and Surran said they were not aware of the opposition being shown by some of the neighbors. Surran 

believes the Subcommittee has been following the scope but did wish that the Select Board granted the 

Subcommittee the ability to also consider the neighboring fields when thinking about all potential 

proposals. 

Bruce thinks this type of discussion amongst the Subcommittee members is beneficial so there can be a 

clearer vision for setting a target date for a recommendation to be sent to the Select Board and fulfill the 

scope. Surran thinks it would be beneficial to approach the Select Board if there are any other issues that 

the Subcommittee should be addressing. Ben wants to move forward with VoA considering the 

resounding results of the non-binding warrant article, and that alternative proposals need to be more 

than just what a few people say. Ben pointed out that many people still think the former school can be 

rehabilitated into a new school, but not going forward with a solid proposal only puts us in a worse spot. 
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6. New Business: Election Results 

Surran believes that the AD Gray question should have had multiple options—similar to the spending 

questions—since she thinks the results may have been different if other proposals (the park, Tim Wells’ 

proposal, a new RFP) were presented; Julie mentioned that 1,800 absentee ballots were sent out, multiple 

people called the Town office to ask questions on the warrant, and there was coverage from the Lincoln 

County News on the AD Gray project; Surran said nothing was in the press about the park or other 

proposals; Julie said the VoA proposal was the only detailed question that was available when the question 

was being written. 

Jann asked for the results of the question; Julie said the vote was 2303-536 in favor of the plan. Surran 

asked how many people watched the Youtube videos; Max said the average for all Waldoboro meetings 

would be 20-30 viewers, but people have other avenues of seeing the proposal and asking questions for 

clarity. Max added that over 1,800 people had the question placed in front of them and had one month 

to ask for details if they needed. Lastly, Max said the question was well-detailed that outlined the potential 

sale. Surran asked that the non-binding question be sent to all members of the Subcommittee. Julie said 

that there were four (4) separate Select Board meetings that involved discussing binding and non-binding 

warrant articles. 

 

7. New Business: Next Steps/ Option Agreement 

Max pointed out that the building has not been sold, and the Option Agreement will outline what the 

Town and VoA will be doing to reach a final transfer agreement. 

Surran wants to finish up the Letter of Intent and have that—with the recommendation from the 

Subcommittee—sent to the Select Board before discussing the Option Agreement. Freeman and Bruce 

suggested discussing that matter in the Executive Session. 

 

8. Executive Session pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. §405 (6) (C) to discuss existing proposals 

Bruce-Freeman motioned to enter Executive Session. Motion passed 5-0. 

 

9. Motions outside of Executive Session 

No motions were made. 

 

10. ADJOURN 


